Subject: Regarding recruitment for the post of Assistant Security Officer for Security Unit at IIT Delhi.

The Institute vide Advt. No. E-II/01/2020 (DR) had invited online applications for filling-up 01 post of Assistant Security Officer under OBC category in Level 6 of Pay Matrix as per 7th CPC for Security Unit, IIT Delhi. The Shortlisting Committee has scrutinized the applications of the candidates in the light of prescribed educational and other qualification required and the ‘General Terms and Conditions’ of the advertisement for this post.

The following was the minimum advertised criteria as per existing Recruitment & Promotion Rules of IIT Delhi:

**Essential:**

1. Graduate in any discipline with at least 55 % marks from a recognized University/ Institute and 05 years relevant experience.
2. Should have Military or NCC & Fire Fighting Training, Risk & Disaster Management Training/First Aid.
3. Be able to ride light vehicle / motor cycle and handle fire arms + having sound health and active habits, conducting enquiries & investigation and managing contacts.

Attached are 02 lists (indicating only the Registration numbers):

1. List of Shortlisted and Not-Shortlisted candidates with reasons for their Not-Shortlisting.
2. List of candidates who had not paid the requisite application fee and as such were not eligible for consideration.

The syllabus for the Written Test & Trade/Computer Test shall be forwarded to Shortlisted candidates along with Admit Card, in due course of time.

All candidates are requested to go through these lists and representations, if any from Not-Shortlisted candidates, should reach till 29.12.2022, on the email e2recruit@admin.iitd.ac.in

No correspondence or queries in this regard will be entertained after 29.12.2022, whatsoever the reason may be.